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Scholarly Reading: 
What has Changed

What Hasn’t Changed, and 

What Might Change in the Future
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Tenopir-King “Reading Studies” 

(1977-2012; and again 2016-2017)

•How do researchers access, read, 

and use scholarly publications in their 

work? 

Donald W. King

1932-2019



Early Career Researchers: 

Harbingers

•Harbingers studies of early career 

researchers led by CIBER Research Ltd.

•ECRs and the pandemic, funded by Alfred 

P. Sloan Foundation, 2020-2022, led by 

CIBER and University of Tennessee

•An international team conducting 

interviews and a survey



Scholarly Reading over the 

years…

1. What has changed?

2. What hasn’t changed?

3. What questions should be asked to help 

inform the future?



Most examples from:

✓ Tenopir-King US surveys from 1979-2019

✓ Nationwide studies of e-reading in Finland 

in 2006/07 and 2016/17

✓ Harbingers interviews with early career 

researchers in 8 countries



Many papers available at:

https://ciber-research.com/harbingers.html

https://trace.tennessee.edu/

https://ciber-research.com/harbingers.html
https://trace.tennessee.edu/


1. What has changed?



Change in Scholarly Article Reading & 

Time Spent per Reading on Average for 

U.S. Academics
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Annual Article Readings

by Scientists & Social Scientists in US
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How did you become aware of the last 

e-article you read?
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Finding has changed for most:

“I find many more papers as a result of being on Twitter.”

“I read more working papers and early versions that are 
freely available on the web.”

“The search services available in the Web are completely 
sufficient for finding materials so there is no need for 
special search services provided by the library.“

Finland, 2016-2017



Reading has changed for most:

“I’ve mainly moved onto electronic publications, 
because they are easy to save and share.”

“I read more because I can read on the phone and 
other smart devices.”  (Although only 2.6% of article 
readings in 2016 on a handheld device.)

“Because of haste and time pressures, it’s necessary to 
only browse through articles and pick up the necessary 
things. There’s no time to read the full article in peace.”

Finland, 2016-2017



Pandemic has changed some 

things

•“…normalized virtual and hybrid events, working 

from home, and long-distance collaboration.”

•“I am glad that we’re not seeing a full going back 

to what was normal before.”

•“We can do things, like recruiting [subjects], 

outside of geographic limitations that we once 

had.”

Harbinger’s 2, 2021-2022



2. What hasn’t changed?



Researchers read a lot of articles

20 readings per month 

on average by Finnish 

researchers

X 

12 months per year =

240 article readings/year

2016-2017, Finland



Outcomes of article readings 

are mostly positive
#1 Inspire new thinking or ideas (54%)

#2 Helped justify my work (47%)

#3 Improved the results (21%)

#4 Narrowed/broadened/changed focus (17%)

#5 Saved time or other resources (10%)

….

#10 Wasted my time (1%)

2016-2017 Finland



Articles are read for many 

different purposes…but research 

still #1
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Article Readings differ by discipline 
(average per month)

n=439, Finland, 2016-2017
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Book or chapter readings differ by 

discipline (average per month)
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Early Career Researchers

•“There are a lot of changes in the way research 

is disseminated…However, traditional journals 

and scholarly communications still play a central 

role in the scientific community.”

•“Impact factors control our lives.”

Harbinger’s 2, 2021-2022



3. What about the future?



Age sometimes matters…

•30 and under compared to others:

•Read more often at the office

•Spend more time per article reading

•More often get readings from colleagues

•61+ compared to others:

•Read more books/book chapters

•Read more from print

•Read more from native languages
Finland, 2016-2017



Desired 

Future?

Ability to make 

my own notes 

easily

Links to cited 

works and 

links to 

research data

Open peer 

review with 

public comment 

functionality

E-reader 

compatability

The content is 

more important to 

me than…fancy 

features

Open access 

for all



Early career researchers
•“peer review is incredibly important and 

valuable and we should treat it as such via 

appropriate compensation.”

•“I use TikTok for visibility and share my 

research…Nowadays just TikTok about your 

life and the whole world knows about it.”

•“Libraries will stay…but only for 

undergraduate students. I do not see them in 

the research area.”
Harbinger’s 2, 2021-2022



Some things to look into

•What behaviors are age/generation related and 

what are career related?

•How can publishers and libraries tailor products 

and services to meet behaviors and needs in the 

future?

•How can peer review be improved?

•What will make academic reward systems 

change/should they be changed?

Stick with something over time!



Any changes must…

…Fit with work patterns

…Be easier than current ways

...Recognize need for quality

…Fit a range of behaviors and devices

http://www.everystockphoto.com/photo.php?imageId=7009298&searchId=6265af077abd522c1354e2608dce1cbc&npos=27
http://www.sxc.hu/browse.phtml?f=download&id=50186&redirect=photo


Thank you!

Questions?

ctenopir@utk.edu


